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Illumination with laser sources leads to the creation of excited electronic states of particular

symmetries, which can drive isosymmetric vibrations. Here, we use a combination of ultrafast stimulated

and cw spontaneous Raman scattering to determine the lifetime of A1g and Eg electronic coherences in Bi

and Sb. Our results both shed new light on the mechanisms of coherent phonon generation and represent a

novel way to probe extremely fast electron decoherence rates. The Eg state, resulting from an unequal

distribution of carriers in three equivalent band regions, is extremely short lived. Consistent with theory,

the lifetime of its associated driving force reaches values as small as 2 (6) fs for Bi (Sb) at 300 K.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.110.047401 PACS numbers: 78.47.jh, 42.65.Dr, 72.10.Di, 78.30.Er

Measurements of excited-state lifetimes have a rich
history. Recent advances in ultrafast laser science have
made it possible to determine time intervals of a few atto-
seconds [1], considerably shorter than those that can be
measured with, e.g., recoil Doppler-shift methods in nu-
clear physics [2] or vertex reconstruction in particle phys-
ics [3]. All these techniques are direct in that they are based
either on measurements of the speed and distance traveled
by the decaying particle or use tools that operate in time
scales shorter than the lifetime probed. Here, we describe a
novel, indirect method which allows lifetime determina-
tion in the femtosecond range using vibrations of periods
that are �100 times longer. Our approach relies on a
comparison between the amplitude of coherent phonon
oscillations in time-domain (TD) experiments [4–6] and
the cross section of spontaneous Raman scattering (RS). Its
scope spans lifetime studies in solids and molecules [7].
The results also help elucidate long-standing questions
about the processes responsible for coherent phonon gen-
eration, particularly the subtle differences between stimu-
lated RS [8,9] and the mechanism known as displacive
excitation of coherent phonons (DECP) [10–12].

Typically TD experiments on coherent vibrations
involve two light pulses: the pump, which makes the ions
oscillate coherently, and the probe, which is sensitive to the
changes these vibrations produce in the optical constants
[4–6]. Here we are interested in the effects due to excited-
state decay in the excitation of opaque materials. The
electron-mediated interaction between a classical electro-
magnetic field and a single optical phonon is described by
the Hamiltonian [8,9,12]

Ĥ ¼ 1
2ðP2

q þ�2
qQ

2
qÞ � �̂qQq � �̂ � EðtÞ þ V̂: (1)

Here, EðtÞ is the electric field at time t; �̂ is the dipole

moment of the electronic system; V̂ contains both the
interaction between electrons and between electrons and

other phonons; and Qq and Pq are the coordinate and

momentum of the mode of wave vector q and frequency
�q. As discussed in Ref. [5], the symmetry of the phonons

to which light couples must match one of the Raman-
allowed representations. The two Raman modes in Bi
and Sb belong to representations A1g and Eg of the point

group �3m; the corresponding displacements are shown

in Fig. 1. The term �̂qQq represents the coupling of the

mode with the electrons, �̂q¼N�1=2
P

mn;k�
kq
mnc

y
m;kcn;k�q,

where N is the number of cells, cym;k and cm;k are electron

creation and annihilation operators for the state of wave

vector k in band m, and �kq
mn are deformation potentials.

Ignoring phonon decay [9,12],

d2

dt2
hQqi þ�2

qhQqi ¼ Fq � h�̂qi; (2)

where h. . .i denotes the expectation value. The driving
force Fq is associated with a weighted charge-density

A1gz z Eg

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic representation of the ionic
displacements and the corresponding isosymmetric charge fluc-
tuations that couple to the A1g and Eg modes. Separate (blue and

red) lobes of the charge fluctuations indicated correspond to
charge densities of opposite sign. The trigonal axis is along z.
The smaller drawings on the bottom right show a cross section
defined by the gray planes in the main figures.
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fluctuation with the same symmetry as the phonon.
A schematic representation of the fluctuations that drive
the two Raman-allowed modes in Bi and Sb is also shown
in Fig. 1. These charge configurations represent a Raman-
type coherence involving, in general, diagonal as well as

off-diagonal terms of the form hcym;kcn;k�qi as opposed

to that of the induced carrier population, which depends

on the number of photoexcited electrons �e
n;k ¼ hcyn;kcn;ki

and holes �h
n;k ¼ hcn;kcyn;ki, which affects only modes at

q ¼ 0. Fq is determined by the Raman tensor associated

with the coherent phonon generation, �R
��. In the limit

q ! 0 and including decay of the electron-hole excitation

due to V̂ [9,13],

�R
��ð!1; !2Þ � �

4�@

"
�ð!1Þ � ��ð!2Þ
!1 �!2 þ i�

#
C��: (3)

Here, � is an average of the difference between the electron
and hole band deformation potentials, C�� is a tensor

whose constant elements reflect the phonon symmetry,
and we assume that the decay of off-diagonal elements
satisfies �n;m ¼ �n þ �m � �. If the permittivity does not

vary much with frequency,

FðtÞ � N1=2vc�

@
Im½�ð!cÞ�

Z t

�1
e��ðt�t0ÞjEðt0Þj2dt0; (4)

where vc is the cell volume and !c is the central
frequency of the pump pulse. The Fourier transform of
(4) differs from Eq. (10) of Ref. [9] in that it explicitly
includes decay. A similar expression was given in [13] in
the context of the DECP model through the decay of the
diagonal terms in (2). Up to a numerical factor of order 1,
at times t � � and for �� 	 1 (� is the pulse width)

QðtÞ � N1=2vc
~�Im½�ð!cÞ�jE0j2�

@�2



�

e��tffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ �2=�2

p � cosð�tþ�Þ
�
: (5)

Here, tan� ¼ �=�, E0 is the peak electric field, and we

introduce ~� ¼ �ð1þ �2=�2Þ�1=2, which plays the role of
an effective electron-phonon coupling energy. Hence,
electronic decay leads to a decrease of the amplitude by

a factor ð1þ �2=�2Þ�1=2 and a modification of the phase
of the coherent oscillations. As shown later, the decay-
induced reduction in the amplitude allows one to deter-
mine � from a comparison between RS and TD results.

The coherent vibrations generated by the pump cause
oscillatory changes in the optical constants that can be
measured by monitoring concomitant changes in the re-
flectivity or transmission of the probe pulse. The latter
process relates to theRaman contribution to the polarization
[5,9]. Under the same assumptions as (3), the conventional
Raman susceptibility tensor is

	R
��ð!;!��Þ � �

4�@

"
�ð!Þ � �ð!��Þ

�

#
C��: (6)

As noted in [9], in the absence of absorption 	R
�� ¼ �R

��.

Otherwise, and even in the limit � ! 0 considered in
[8,9], the two Raman tensors exhibit substantial differences
[9]. Decay appears twice in (3), once in the permittivity
and a second time to account for the fact that, in the
presence of absorption, vibrations couple to real charge
fluctuations that have a finite lifetime. Instead, decay
manifests itself only once in the conventional Raman
tensor, (6), through the permittivity. The amplitude of the
coherent-phonon-induced change in the complex refractive
index is


n ¼ 2�

n
	RQ � Im

�
�
dn

d!

���������!c

�~�jE0j2�vc

2�@2�2
: (7)

As the integrated intensity for RS is [14]

S / j�j2ðnB þ 1Þ=�; (8)

where nB is the Bose thermal factor, it is apparent that ~�
and, therefore, � can be gained from a combination of TD
and spontaneous RS data.
Spontaneous Raman and ultrafast time-domain

measurements were performed on a single crystal of
Sb and a �100-nm-thick single-crystal film of Bi
grown on a c-cut sapphire substrate, both with the
trigonal z axis perpendicular to the surface. The pump-
induced relative change in the reflectivity of the probe,
�R=R ¼ 2½
n=ðn2 � 1Þ þ c:c:� was measured as a func-
tion of the time delay between the two pulses. Our detec-
tion scheme is sensitive to the pump-induced xy
birefringence, which made it possible to separate the
weaker Eg oscillations from those of the dominant A1g

mode [8]. As a source, we used a mode-locked Ti-sapphire
laser providing 70 fs pulses centered at 800 nm with a
repetition rate of 250 kHz. The pump (probe) pulse
was focused onto a spot of radius 100 (40) �m; the
average power was 2.2 (0.5) mW. Spontaneous RS
experiments were performed with 30 mW cw Ti:sapphire
laser at 780 nm in the backscattering geometry zðx; xÞ �z.
Typical measurements at 10 and 300 K are shown in
Fig. 2.
The data show two, high- and low-frequency features

corresponding to the A1g and Eg phonons, which obey

the expected Raman selection rules [8]. In both substances,
the modes exhibit an increase (decrease) in linewidth
(frequency) with increasing temperature, T, which is simi-
lar to what is found in many materials, likely, a manifes-
tation of anharmonic decay. Consistent with our low power
densities, corresponding values from cw spontaneous RS
and TD traces agree well with each other, and with early
Raman work [15,16]. The spontaneous cross sections show
a relatively weak T dependence, in agreement with a
previous report [15]. Unlike the spontaneous RS results,
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however, and in contrast to the behavior of the A1g mode,

whose amplitude is nearly independent of temperature, the
initial Eg amplitude shows a pronounced decrease with

increasing T.
The data in Fig. 3, comparing electron-phonon coupling

ratios derived from spontaneous RS and TD experiments,
emphasize the differences between the two sets of results
for the Eg mode. In spontaneous RS, the average deforma-

tion potential difference � gives a direct measure of the
effective coupling; it can be gained from a determination of
the absolute cross section [17]. As shown in Fig. 3, and
consistent with Ref. [15], the deformation potential ratio,
gRS � j�ðA1gÞ=�ðEgÞj obtained from the expression for the

integrated intensity, (8), is nearly T independent in both

substances. On the other hand, given that �R / 
n /
�~�=�2, the ratio of the effective coupling for pump-probe

experiments is gPP � j
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
~��ðA1gÞ=~��ðEgÞ

q
j; see (7). In the

TD case, the effective coupling ratio increases with
increasing T, reflecting the strong decrease in the Eg

amplitude, more so in Bi than in Sb. Since � ¼ ~� in the

absence of electronic decay, we interpret the large
differences in the effective coupling ratios, particularly
at high temperatures, as a clear indication of electronic-
decay effects on the Eg oscillations. In determining the

effective coupling constants, the initial pump-probe oscil-
lation amplitudes were multiplied by the Gaussian factor
expð�2�2=2Þ [4,5]. This correction, accounting for the
finite pump and probe pulse duration, amounts to a factor
of less than 10% (20%) for Bi (Sb).
As mentioned above, the amplitude of the A1g oscilla-

tions does not depend much on T. From these results, the T
dependence of the RS cross sections, the decay of the
electronic background, and the available optical data
[18], we conclude that � 	 � for the A1g phonon. Using

this and the deformation potential ratios from the sponta-
neous RS data, we determine the lifetime of the Eg driving

force, 1=�ðEgÞ � �ðEgÞ�1ðg4PP=g4RS � 1Þ�1=2. Results are

shown in Fig. 4 (note that the lifetime of the electronic
coherence is 2=�). Since most of the channels available for
scattering of highly excited electrons and holes from other
electrons or holes are unaffected by temperature changes of
the order of the phonon frequency, we ascribe the decay to
electron-phonon interaction. This attribution is supported
by the facts that (i) the dependence of the lifetime on
temperature closely follows that of the phonon occupation,
which appears in decay processes involving phonon emis-
sion and absorption by photoexcited carriers, and that
(ii) values �ðBiÞ ¼ 8:9 meV and �ðSbÞ ¼ 19:4 meV
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from the fits are in excellent agreement with the Debye
energies of Bi (10 meV) and Sb (17 meV) [19].

The real-space Eg charge-density fluctuation depicted in

Fig. 1 can be shown to reflect an unbalanced occupation of
states in regions of the Brillouin zone that are equivalent
under threefold rotations about the trigonal axis. This
difference in occupation arises in the initial photoexcita-
tion process because of the polarization dependence of the
optical transition dipole matrix elements. Momentum scat-
tering will cause these differences to decay at the rate �M.
Assuming that electron-phonon scattering is the dominant
mechanism for momentum relaxation, Sheu et al. [20]
show that, within a simple two-temperature model with
parabolic bands and classical phonons, �M and the rate of
thermal equilibration between the electronic plasma and
the lattice, �L, are related by

�M �
�
3kBTp

�L

��
kBTL

�L

�
�L � �L;

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, �L is the typical
energy of phonons involved in the electron-phonon scat-
tering process, Tp is the electron-hole plasma temperature

(3kBTp is initially comparable to the incident photon

energy �1:5 eV), and TL is the lattice temperature. The
rate of thermal equilibration between the lattice and the
electronic plasma has been estimated to be �2 ps [20,21].
Assuming that �L is equal to the Debye energy, we obtain
the estimates of the room temperature relaxation time
1=�M � 5 fs (Bi) and 10 fs (Sb), in good agreement with
the our measured lifetimes of the Eg forces.

As by (5), stimulated RS theory predicts roughly the
same decay-induced reduction of the amplitude for all
Raman-allowed modes, thus raising the question as to
why the electronic decay, which manifests itself in the
large T dependence of the Eg amplitude, hardly affects

A1g. To address this point, consider the RS force for the

mode at q ¼ 0 (similar arguments apply to the other modes
for which the charge-density fluctuation varies sinusoidally
from cell to cell). We introduce the scattering probability
Pe;hðn0k0; nk; tÞ, which equals the probability that an elec-
tron or hole in state jn;ki has scattered to state jn0;k0i after
time t, so that

F0ðtÞ � N�1=2
X

nn0;kk0
�nn0 ½Peðn0k0; nk; tÞ�e

n;k

� Phðn0k0; nk; tÞ�h
n;k�:

After scattering, the perturbation-theory RS expression,
(4), no longer applies. Since the principal electron scatter-
ing mechanism is by phonons, with scattering wave vectors
throughout the Brillouin zone, after a few scattering events
both electrons and holes will be nearly uniformly distrib-
uted over the energy shell, where Eðn0k0Þ lies within a
few times �L of EðnkÞ. As the redistribution produces a
uniform density fluctuation, the force on the A1g phonon,

albeit no longer of the RS-type, remains roughly
unchanged. That is, for t � 1=�M,

F0 � N�1=2

�
h�ei

X
n;k

�e
n;k � h�hi

X
n;k

�h
n;k

�
¼ N�1=2��T;

where �T is the total number of photoexcited electrons
(or holes). Thus the A1g phonon force decays with the

lifetime of the photoexcited carriers.
The above description of the A1g excitation is that of

the DECP mechanism, originally introduced to explain
coherent oscillations of fully symmetric modes [11].
Accordingly, we attribute the observation of large A1g

oscillations at high temperatures to DECP effects that
persist because of the large lifetime of the population of
photoexcited carriers. Further, the data in Fig. 3 clearly
show that a DECP component remains at low temperatures
where the strengths of A1g RS and DECP contributions are

comparable in both substances. While an analogous DECP
force could be envisioned for the q ¼ 0 Eg mode, it would

only matter if the scattering rate for very small wave vector
transfers were much larger than �M, a possibility that is
highly unlikely. More generally, we note that, within the
context of TD experiments, the DECP mechanism matters
only in substances for which the light penetration depth is
small compared with the wavelength. In these cases, probe
scattering is dominated by surface effects regardless of the
wave vector of the charge fluctuation [5].
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